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Second- and third-grade teachers from

across the Daviess County Public Schools

district participated in a math professional

learning experience on Feb. 27-28. 

Foundations for Primary is sponsored by

Kentucky Center of Mathematics (KCM)

and the Kentucky Department of 

Education. Teachers will form professional

learning communities that will grow their

understanding of effective ways to scaffold

and differentiate instruction to better 

accommodate student needs. Cohort 

members will focus on how to select 

instructional tasks that encourage 

mathematical discourse and help students

conceptually understand place value, 

addition and subtraction, multiplication

and division, and fractions. 

The cohort facilitator is Amanda Hundley,

who serves as math interventionist at

Tamarack Elementary School. 

Continued on Next Page

Amanda Hundley, math interventionist at Tamarack Elementary School,

shares ideas for how to enrich ordinary math questions during a two-day

math foundations training for DCPS second- and third-grade teachers.

The training was sponsored by KCM and KDE.  

Math Training Adds Up to Success

Deadline to submit information is Friday before the week of publication
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Amanda earned her KCM Intervention Specialist 

certification during the 2015-2016 school year. “The Math 
Achievement Fund has allowed many professional 

learning opportunities to influence and to improve my 
teaching practices and to reach out to other math 

interventionists as my support network,” Amanda said.

“The trainings continue to show me the strong need for 
building students’ conceptual understandings and how 

important this understanding fosters their growth in the 
area of math. I am so excited to be awarded this 

opportunity to share with my colleagues the different math 
strategies and resources I have acquired through all of my 
trainings.” 

Jana Bryant, DCPS K-12 math content coach, said, 

“Discovering ways to strengthen our math instructional 
practice ensures students have optimal experience in our 
math classrooms so that can apply their knowledge to 
solve problems, communicate math ideas, model math 
concepts and reason to make sense of the mathematics 
they are learning.”

Here’s what some of our teachers had to say about this 
professional learning experience: 

Cassie Chatmon, grades 2-3 special education teacher, 
Tamarack Elementary School – “I learned a great deal at 
this training. I enjoyed learning new ways to teach, but 
mainly I enjoyed learning more about the Standards for 
Mathematical Practice. The ability to understand why we 

do what we do for our students in math was a great 
moment for all of us. We know computation is important, 
but the understanding of the ‘Why’ and ‘How?’ is so much 
more than just an answer on a page. This was eye-opening 
for me. There were great ideas on how I can reach my 

special population. With this new understanding, I will 
convince my students that they can participate in group 
discussions when they never thought they could before. 
Changing their math mindset will change their school 

experience.” 

Tiffany Grant, third-grade teacher, Whitesville 

Elementary School – “I loved having the opportunity to 
dig deeper and to examine the Standards for Mathematical 
Practice. We were able to have some rich conversations 
about applying these practices in our curriculum, guiding 

students to achieve a mathematical mindset, and ways 

that we as educators can facilitate students as they face 
productive struggle. I cannot wait to share some of the 
strategies and activities we learned with the rest of the 
teachers at my school!”

Beth Hutchinson, second-grade teacher, East View 

Elementary School – “The first two days of this training 
have inspired me to create a new mission for learning in 
my math classroom. I have received so many resources 
and new ideas on how to nurture mathematical growth 
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mindsets, create a rich learning environment, and to 

promote productive struggle for my students. I look 

forward to seeing how this can positively impact my 

students and their learning.” 

Liz Gist, second-grade teacher, Tamarack Elementary 
School – “When we first began the training, I admit to 
having some anxiety at the thought of ‘delving deeper’ 
into math standards. However, after two jam-packed days 
of learning, I now have a deeper understanding of the 
eight Standards for Mathematical Practice. I feel more 
prepared to guide students to be mathematically proficient 
by choosing practices that focus more on application and 
understanding rather than covering content.” 

Kara Westerfield, grades 2-3 teacher, Southern Oaks 

Elementary School – “There was a wealth of instructional 
practices shared that will benefit all levels of students. 

I appreciate the many ways we found to engage and to 
challenge our students while also coming to terms with

‘Not Stealing their Struggle.’ We all know the benefit of 
productive struggle, but it takes reflection to realize how 
often we rescue students too soon. We certainly do not 
help build their Mathematical Mindsets when we provide 
too much support too early. I also love the connections to 
children's literature! I immediately went back to my 

classrooms and read ‘The Dot’ and wonderful student 

discussions ensued that focused on how students can

‘Make their Mark’ in many areas of their lives.” 

Math Training Adds Up to Success



Reading Across DCPS

Schools across the DCPS 

district celebrated the birthday

of author Dr. Seuss with a 

variety of exciting Read

Across America activities.

Pictured at left are members

of the first-grade team at 

East View Elementary School,

showing off their Seuss style

as they dressed up as the Cat

in the Hat. 

Below, EVES assistant 

principal Brandon Brooks and

physical education teacher

Nick Whiteside showed up at

school wearing the same tie.

They both thought they looked

great ... and they were right!

Is Your School Doing Something

New, Exciting, Interesting?

Let Us Know!
Send photos and information to

grapevine@dcps.org



These weekly fitness reminders are brought to you by the

DCPS Food Services Department. We care about you!

Learn more at www.healthymonday.org 

Healthy Lifestyle

Tip of the Week

Ready, Set ...

Gmail!
G-Day is almost here! We are

excited about our upcoming

migration from Outlook to

Gmail on March 22 and we

hope you are too. The better

prepared we all are, the more

smoothly our transition will

be. If you’ve been putting off

cleaning out your email files

and reviewing the helpful

“how to” videos posted on

our dedicated website, make

time in your schedule this

week to take steps to ensure everything is ready to go

when you arrive at work on Friday, March 23, when

you will log in to your email at https://gmail.com

We have done our best to anticipate questions but if

you need assistance or more information, remember

that your building has a technology rep who is ready

and willing to help! Look HERE to find your support

person.

Are YOU ready? Get set! It’s almost time for ...

Gmail!

Steve Burton
Computer Ops Manager

Spring

Forward
Sunday,

March 11

EVES Guys in Ties
East View Elementary School is looking for neckties and

bow ties! If you have some you are no longer wearing,

please consider donating them to the EVES “Guys in

Ties” project.

Family Resource Center coordinator Kelly Bland said the

project supports the school’s overall lessons in leadership,

maturity and meeting expectations, “Our goal is to have

enough ties for every boy to wear on Friday if they would

like to,” she said. Ties may be sent through the courier or

delivered to EVES, attention Kelly Bland, anytime during

the school year.

https://sites.google.com/daviess.kyschools.us/readyset


AES Night at Ritzy’s
Audubon Elementary

School is hosting a Family

Night at Ritzy’s Frederica

Street location from 

4 to 9 p.m. Tuesday,

March 13. Audubon will

receive a portion of all

sales from dine in, 

pick up or drive through orders. Proceeds will help fund

technology upgrades and resources for AES students.

Enjoy a great meal while supporting the kids of Audubon

Elementary School!

AHS presents 

‘The Little Mermaid’
Apollo High School 

is presenting the 

Disney musical 

adaptation of the 

classic fairy tale, 

“The Little Mermaid”

at 6 p.m. Friday 

and Saturday, March

16-17, with a matinee

performance at 2 p.m.

Sunday, March 18.

Tickets will be sold at

the door (Gemini

Drive entrance) and are $8 for adults and $5 for students.

The performance promises to delight and entertain 

audience members of all ages with the story of rebellious

young mermaid Ariel, who is fascinated with life on land.

On one of her visits to the surface, which are forbidden

by her controlling father, King Triton, she falls for a

human prince. Determined to be with her new love, Ariel

makes a dangerous deal with the sea witch Ursula to 

become human for three days. 

Mark your calendar and plan to join us “Under the Sea!” 

Send news about

school events and

fundraisers to

grapevine@dcps.org

By Jimmy Lyddane

Director of Elementary Schools

I’ve been an athlete my entire life, and during that time

I’ve always been a member of a team. I’ve always known

that it’s important that all team

members work together in unison

to reach the team’s full potential.

I’ve been on teams that worked

extremely well together and have

been “champions.”

I’ve also been on teams that were

somewhat dysfunctional because

not everyone was really part of

the team and the focus on self

rather than the team first. Those

teams that didn’t work like a

well-oiled machine never reached their complete 

potential.

The thing I’ve recognized as I’ve reflected on all the

teams that I’ve been a part of is that when everyone

works together like a true team should ... it’s really FUN!

Even in losses, it’s still fun because each person on that

team supports each other and genuinely cares about their

success as individuals, but most importantly, it’s about

THE TEAM!  

My work the last couple of weeks has been super fun!

I’ve always known that my elementary principals were a

team. But as we all worked together on a special project, 

I was able to watch them work together for the greater

good of the TEAM. I watched individuals make decisions

that were best for the entire team, knowing they were

making a sacrifice for themselves.

I’ve tried to explain the pride I have in them for the work

they did on this project but words don’t do justice to how

proud I am of my team. Their work reinforced my belief

in how powerful teams are when their first focus is on

each other rather than themselves. I am proud to be a part

of this “championship team.”

Thoughts While

Walking Through

Jimmy Lyddane


